
Radiation Therapy: Quality Contro1 EquipΠ lent

STARCHECK STAR ⊂HECK 勿〃ι
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 Measures high resolution pro且 les along the principal axes

and along the diagonals with 3 Inln spatial resolution

當莩 Checks the start— up behaviour

擊̧ Checks positions of MLC leaves

對 Checks congruence between light 且eld and radiation Fleld

and bealn quality with dedicated phantoms

ST:ARCHECK is a precise and reliable too1 fbr f¸ st nleasure—

ments in radiation therapy bealns. Typical applications are

quality control and LINAC beam aσ υ11stlnent ΠleasureHlents

with the detector panel elnbedded in a solid state phantoln.

The ionization chambers fdature an exceⅡ ent relative

response stabilit)ζ  avoiding the need of frequent recalibra—

tion. A fu11 set of fbur pro且 les is Hleasured evely 200 Ins,

IIilaking the device useful for rea1-time Πleasurelnents. The

excellent spatial resolution of only 3 InHl ensures precise

IIleasureIIlents even in penulnbra regions. The scanning

lengths covered by the detectors are 25● 2 cnl along the

principal axes and 34˚  5 cm along the diagonals●

Two rows of detectors allow MLC leaf positions to be

veriFled●  Up to 53 1eaf pairs with a width of 5 mln can be

checked in one run● Deviations of (0.5 ●●● 1) mm can be

detected by ST'ARCHE CK. The delively includes the detec—

tor pane1, an interf¸ ce box which connects to a PC via

RS2B2 interf¸ ce, real time analysis sof’ tware (BeamAtUust),

and a quality contro1 sof’ tware (MultiCheck).

ordering Inforlnat土on

L981366 ST'ARCHECK systelrl with 527 ionization

chambers, inc1. interfhce soRware

option

T41021 SC Gantly Holding Device

▷ Gantly Mount Holder ριι
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Features

흥ㅏ Measures Flelds up to a size of 40 cHl x 40 cH1

鋪 Measures high— resolution (3 mH1) proFlles along the

princip al axes and along the diagonals

澣ㅏ Checks the start— up behaviour

軒 Checks congruence between light Fl eld and radiation Fleld

and bealn quality with dedicated phantolns

SτARCFfECK 羽ακ
' is a precise and reliable too1 for fast meas—

urements in radiation therapy beaIIils●  Typical applications are

quality control and LINAC beaIIl a어 ustlnent IIleasureIIlents

with Ule detector panel eⅲ bedded in a solid state phantom◆

딴le ionization chaⅲ bers f는 ature an exceⅡent relati:ve

response st¸ bili氓 avoiding the need of *equent recalibration.

A ftλ11 set of4 pro且 les is measured evely 200 Π1s (or one pro—

且le eve{y 100 Ins), nlaking the device use㎙ 1 fbr realtilne

meas11rements ●

τ*le excellent spatial resolution of on!y B mHl ensures precise

measurelnents even in pen:uⅲ bra regions●  The scanning

lengths covered by the detectors are 40 cm along the principa1

axes and 56● 5 cln along the diagonals●

BeamA¿Uust soRware displays up to fbur pro且les in realUme●

The pro且les can be analyzed according to selectable

dosiΠ letry protocols and the protocols of the accelerator

Inanuf¸  cturers ●

The software displays the start— up behaviour with a time

resolution of 100 Ins●

With an additional accessory plate BQ— CHECK phantorlil and

FIELD CHECK phantom can be used with ST'ARCHECK 仍αχ
'

ordering Inforlnation

L981B77 STARCHECK ㎍αχ
' measuring system

T10033. 1.050 Build up plates for STARCHECK 勿αχ
'

T10033. 1. 550 CaΠ ying case fbr build up plates

T10033. 1 ● 150 ST'ARCHECK 羽αχ
' accessoly plate for

BQ — CHE CK and FIELD CHE CK

▷ FIELDCHECK phantoΠ 1 ραℓe 66

▷ BQ— CHECK Energy test phanton1 ραℓe 66

64


